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Lower Car Park: Proposals
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Site Boundary

Lay 2400 x 2400mm site won
concrete paving (refer to dwg
7067/D1). Supply and install
1no. standard and 1no. all
access Learmouth timber
picnic benches.

Spread 50mm depth
whindust and compact
to falls. surfacing to be
free draining with no
ponding. Refer to path
detail E (7067/D1)
Top of wall level (bold)

Construct timber and
whindust steps with 2no.
timber handrails as per
detail on drawing
7067/D1
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+178.30

Spread 150mm depth site
won soil and cultiate to a
fine tilth removing all
clumps and stones with
greater diameter of 25mm.
Sow wildflower mix:
woodland meadow @
5g/m2
Construct standard free
standing stone walling
as per upper car park
wall details shown on
drawing 7067/D2
(Provisional)

180.10+
180.25+

+180.06
+180.00
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+179.00

172.00+

+170.25

+180.25
+179.75

Construct standard free
standing stone walling
as per upper car park
wall details shown on
drawing xxxx

+179.22

Install A1 double sided
interpretation sign with
map and header board
Construct standard free
standing stone walling
as per upper car park
wall details shown on
drawing 7067/D2
Supply and install
boulder. Refer to
drawing 7067/D2 details.

Construct stone
retaining wall with
stepped profile as per
details shown on
drawing 7067/D2.
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+168.75
+169.15
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+168.92

+169.50
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168.30+
168.25+

+170.25

168.20+

Green and blue way
marker.
Proposed whindust footpath.
refer to construction details B
and C on dwg 7067/D1. Surface
to be even, free draining and
with shallow crossfalls .

+170.50

+168.30

+170.25

+169.00
+168.79

+170.15

Restricted Area

+168.75

1:30

+168.65

+170.10

168.14+

168.75+
+168.55
168.60+
+168.60
+168.44
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+169.75
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169.00+

+169.50
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+169.75
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168.75+

Contractor to supply
and install 1no.
boulders (minimum
height 500mm).
Refer to drawing
7067/D2 for detail.

171.50+

171.25+

168.50+

Transition area between
bitmac and whindust
paths. refer to details on
drawing 7067/D1
(Provisional for Bitmac
option if required)
Re-surface existing car
park sub-base with
100mm Type 1 (to be
confirmed on site) with
25mm compacted depth
whindust as shown on
dwg 7067/D1 path detail
E. New surfacing to
form a gentle transition
from car park to
proposed footpath.
Levels between
whindust surface and
existing car park to be
flush with no trips.
Maximum gradient 1:10.
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Existing informal path tied into
proposed path works at
junctions.
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+169.15

168.75+ +168.75
+169.15
168.50+

Orange and green trail
head marker post

171.75+
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169.00+

Restricted Area

Green and blue way
marker.
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Supply and plant:
1no extra heavy standard
Quercus Patraea with
underground guying. Exact
planting location to be agreed
on site.
Install Trailhead
waymarker post (blue
route)
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Existing trees (to be
protected - refer to
notes)
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Supply and install cycle rack
(TBC)

+179.25

+180.10

Maximum gradient 1:10
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+179.13
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Supply and plant:
2 no. root balled Extra
heavy standard Betula
pubescens, 1no extra
heavy standard Quercus
Patraea, 3no feathered
betula pubescens and
2no feathered quercus
patraea. All with
underground guying.
Exact planting locations
to be agreed on site.

Existing trees (to be
protected - refer to
notes)
Existing contours
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Construct 600mm depth
x 500mm wide drainage
as per detail on drawing
7067/D1

180.25+

+169.75

+169.50
+169.25
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Construct free standing
curved stone wall as per
upper car park wall
details shown on
drawing 7067/D2

+169.25

ark

Construct
whindust
surfacing as per
detail on dwg
7067/D1 path
details D and E
and evenly grade
to 1:18 cross falls

+171.00

+170.75 1:10
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Construct whindust
surfacing as per path
detail on drawing
7067/D1 Path detail E.

Green and orange way
marker.

+171.25
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1.

Install site won bench
and bolt to 2x 300mm
depth concrete pads.

Construct 600mm depth
x 500mm wide drainage
as per detail on drawing
7067/D1
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Supply and install litter
bin on concrete
foundation

le p

+178.90
+178.13

Contractor to supply
informal 1 no. log seat.
refer to detail on dwg
7067/D1

+171.75

+171.50
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+178.00
+178.70

Route of path route to
be agreed on site.

Green and orange way
marker.
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Red and blue
trail head
marker post

Enviropol 100 (brown) with bin it symbol, anti burst lock,
zinc coated steel liner, extras
- Cigarette stub plate, fire
extinguishing device. fix to
ground with two Spirofix
40.6.480 ground anchors.
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Construct free standing
curved stone wall as per
upper car park wall
details shown on
drawing7067/D2
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Contractor to supply and
install bin: Glasdon

Contractor to restrict
construction traffic to areas of
work only in order to minimise
disruption to adjacent woodland
areas.
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+179.05
+178.50

Contractor to supply
informal 3 no. log seat.
refer to detail on dwg
7067/D1. Positioned in
an informal cluster at
1000 -1200mm spacing.
Exact location to be
agreed on site with CA

Proposed contours

Contractor to install
bench on 2no. 450 x 300
x 150mm depth concrete
pads
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Existing contours
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Existing informal path
retained
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All existing trees to
be protected (refer
to notes)

Refer to dwg 7067/D2
for A-A cross section

Existing ground levels
(italics)
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Existing interpretation
lectern retained and
protected from damage
during construction

Install Proposed
doublesided A1
interpretation/ welcome
sign with header board.
Supplied by PKC

Construct stone
retaining wall with
stepped profile as per
details shown on
drawing 7067/D2.
Construct timber and
whindust steps with 2no.
timber handrails as per
detail on drawing
Contractor to supply and
7067/D1
install bin: Glasdon
Enviropol 100 (brown) with bin it symbol, anti burst lock,
zinc coated steel liner, extras
- Cigarette stub plate, fire
extinguishing device. fix to
ground with two Spirofix
40.6.480 ground anchors.
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+168.07
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50mm high 'step' constructed
with single line of copes on
concrete found
Existing ground levels
(italics)

+168.15
+167.43

167.25+
+167.85

Top of Cope levels
(bold)

Tree Protection (BS 5837):
The car park sites are located within/edge of
woodland areas. All existing trees shall trees shall be
protected from construction works/traffic. Site
materials and plant shall not be stored underneath
canopies or root zones. where possible no
excavations shall take place underneath canopies or
in areas where tree roots are close to the surface
without prior consent fro the CA.

Contractor to supply and
install bin: Glasdon
Enviropol 100 (brown) with bin it symbol, anti burst lock,
zinc coated steel liner, extras
- Cigarette stub plate, fire
extinguishing device. fix to
ground with two Spirofix
40.6.480 ground anchors.
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